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Salute, Russia!

Pages of my portfolio

Interview with Bruce Bertrand
Reading is a ticket to everywhere
The film is coming. Wait for it!

The snow has thawed, the sun shines brightly.
The wind is filled with warmth and spring.
This magic time makes me excited,
And sky above becomes so clean.

My March is full of pleasant moments,
But one of them I love much more.
It’s Women’s Day when bunches of roses
We buy for girlfriends in the store.

We get up earlier this morning
To make the greeting cards for Mums.
We wish them happiness and wellness,
That inspiration always comes.

Congratulating teachers, classmates,
We give them presents. What a thrill
When every girl and boy around
With good emotions only filled!

The 8th of March is Day of women!
My best regards to all of them!
To be forever blithe and charming
And shine as rare perfect gem!
Sergey Vatoropin
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We are for healthy lifestyle!
"Ski Track of Russia" has been held annually since 1982.
It is always a great winter holiday.
On the 10th of February we
took part in a great sports event
- "Ski Track of Russia - 2018".
About one hundred students and
teachers of our school together
with the representatives of other
schools of Sysert had a very
good time in the fresh winter
air! It was rather windy and
cold, but high spirits and tasty
pies with hot tea made
everybody happy and joyful!

"Merry Starts" for the 1st grades pupils of
our school were held on February, 8. There
were six sportsmen in each teams. They had to
compete in different sports - throwing a ball in
a hoop, length-jumping, skiing on one ski.

The rest classmates and the teachers were the
fans! Friendship has won! Everybody was
merry and happy to take part in that wonderful
sport event. At the end, all the participants sang
songs and danced.
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Let’s celebrate!

Defender of the Fatherland Day
is a Russian holiday on February
23 and focuses on the achievements of military forces and veterans.
Many Russians observe February
23 as men’s day because military

service is obligatory for most men
in Russia. Women often give presents and postcards to their male
relatives, including those who
never served in the military. On a
workday
before or

after the holiday, many women
also congratulate their male colleagues and schoolboys may receive small presents from their
female classmates.
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Invented in the Soviet
years Military-Patriotic Festival "Zarnitsa", a game for
students and youth, has
gained its popularity over
recent years. Militaryapplied sports clubs and
groups, a lot of militarypatriotic clubs reopen.
"Zarnitsa" is held throughout the country, including
Sysert. Our schoolmates
took part in it, too.

Reading is
Jules Verne - 190
Jules Gabriel Verne (8 February 1828 – 24
March 1905) was a French novelist, poet,
and playwright. He was born in the seaport
of Nantes, where he was trained to follow in
his father's footsteps as a lawyer, but quit
the profession early in life to write for
magazines and the stage.
His collaboration with the
publisher Pier-Jules Hetzel led to
the creation of the Voyages
extraordinaires, a widely popular
series of scrupulously researched
adventure novels including Journey
to the Center of the Earth (1864),
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea (1870), and Around the
World in Eighty Days (1873).

Verne has been the second mosttranslated author in the world since
1979, ranking between Agatha
Christie and William Shakespeare.
He has sometimes been called the
"Father of Science Fiction", a title
that has also been given to Herbert
Wells and Hugo Gernsback.

Our students from the 5-6 grades
answered the questions of the Quiz
about Jules Verne and his works.
They watched excerpts from the
films "Children of Captain Grant",
"Journey to the Center of the
Earth", "Fifteen Year Old Captain".
The literary journey impressed the
participants of the meeting. Many

of them found the works of Jules
Verne and decided to read his
novels. They borrowed some books
from the library. The exhibition of
Jules Verne's books was organized
for the guests from schools № 1, 6,
15.
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a ticket to everywhere
P.P. Bazhov, our famous countryman
On February, 1-2 there
was the quest devoted to
Pavel Bazhov's tales. The
pupils of the primary
school took part in it. The
students of the 10th grade
Uliana Mukhlinina, Anastasia Bibikova, Slava
Filyakin, Alexandr Antropov prepared interesting
tasks for their younger
schoolmates.
The guys had to go through 5
stages. They picked up minerals
(chrysolites), which were scattered
by the Silver hoof goat. At the
other stage the children were met
by the cat Muryonka and offered to
dance to the music of the balalaika.
It is known that the Mistress loved to
make riddles to prospectors of the copper
mountain. Our schoolmates also had to
guess various riddles. On their way they
met a blue snake and two friends Lanko
Puzhanko and Leiko Shapochka. Our
schoolmates showed a great ingenuity and
dexterity, and coped with all the tasks of
the quest.
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School life
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School life
Grade 5 "A" is a great friendly group of
girls and boys who love studying and enjoy doing different activities. We love to take part in
all events held in our school: concerts, contests
and festivals. We go on hikes and visit theatres.
We are happy when we are together!
Many people in our class are
fond of sport. Maxim, Kirill, Ilya,
Stas and Igor play football. Igor is
also very good at karate. He’s got
a lot of different medals for tournaments.
Oleg is keen on hockey. He can
play hockey very well. His team
takes part in many competitions.
Katya is interested in rowing. She
is a champion in various competitions. She also can swim and ski
very well. Andrey is a good athlete, too. He can run fast and jump
high.
Artyom is very good at maths
and computers. He can make videos and films. He is also fond of
going hiking.
Some people in our class like
drawing and painting. Sonya,
Nastya, Sasha and Maxim go to
Art school four times a week.
They learn to draw still lives
(= натюрморты).
Nastya is really good at doing
different crafts. She can do beautiful friendship bracelets.
Vanya can recite poems very
well. He has got a talent for this.
Dasha is a talented dancer. She
practices hard and now she is a
member of "Dream" dance group.
It often takes part in concerts, con-

tests and
festivals.
Danil is
also fond
of dancing. He dances well. He is
also a good actor. Nastya likes
dancing and doing different activities. She is a good organizer.
Masha is interested in singing.
She practices singing in Leisure
Centre and takes part in different
contests.
Nikita loves theatre. He goes to
drama club in the local Leisure
Centre. He takes part in performances.
Sasha and Egor are fond of
dancing. They learn to dance twice
a week. Sasha is also interested in
English. She goes to "Logos" Languages school. Egor is interested
in music. He can play the guitar.
Dima is interested in computer
games. Some children in our class
go to extra lessons of English.
They like speaking English.
The more we are together the
happier we are!
Grade 5 "A" &
Larisa Vladimirovna
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Our guests
Interview with Bruce Bertrand
The students of our school asked Bruce Bertrand some questions
about his native town, his hobbies and travelling abroad.
Q: What is your hobby?
A: My hobby is photography, as you might
guess from my pictures in FRIENDSHIP.
Hiking used to be my hobby - I've climbed more
than 650 mountains throughout New York and
northern New England. Now I simply go for a
30 minute to two hour walk every day,
sometimes on trails in or near the village.
Q: What were your favorite subjects at
school?
A: My favorite subjects in high school were
geography and mathematics. At university they
were anthropology and computer programming.
Q: Do you speak Russian?
A: I don't speak or understand spoken Russian,
and know almost nothing about Russian
grammar. However, I do know many Russian
words and a few basic phrases. I taught myself
the Cyrillic alphabet and often recognize words
on signs when I'm walking around in Russia,
especially when they were borrowed from
English.
Q: What is the main attraction of Lake
Placid?
A: The main attraction in Lake Placid is the
Olympic Center. Lake Placid was the site of the
1932 and 1980 Winter Olympics, and the
Center's Olympic Museum and two hockey
arenas are visited by many people. The Olympic
bobsled run and ski jumps are also big tourist
attractions.

Q: What traditions are there in your town?
A: The village stages a parade on three
holidays: Memorial Day (last Monday of May
- in memory of people who died while serving
in America's armed forces), Independence Day
(July 4th - the day in 1776 when the American
colonies declared their independence from
Great Britain), and Veterans Day (November
11th - to honor veterans of America's armed
forces). There is a Winter Carnival in the
neighboring Village of Saranac Lake that
started in 1897. Many Lake Placid residents
visit the carnival and the Ice Palace built for
the event. Many of us also take part in Saranac
Lake's First Night celebration on New Year's
Eve.
Q: Do you like traveling? What countries
have you been to?
A: I like visiting new places, but I'd rather
travel to a place I can reach by car, bus, or
train. Other than Russia, the only country I've
traveled to is Canada. I've visited Canada
several times in both my car and on a bus.

Lake Placid. An Olympic Center building
on the Fourth of July
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Our guests

Yekaterinburg-City commercial district

Deer Streams - trail bridge

Q: What places did you like in Russia, in the
Urals?
A: Other than Moscow's Sheremetyevo Airport, where I once spent an 8 hour and 45 minute layover, the only places I've been in Russia
are in the Urals. I like Yekaterinburg because
it's a very big city and contains many things
that the small town of Lake Placid doesn't. I
also liked three places that provided woods,
waters, and trails for me to explore: Deer
Streams Nature Park, Chusovaya Tourist Base,
and Sysert's One of Bazhov's Places Nature
Park.

Chusovaya River with The Sentry on the right

One of Bazhov's Places - pine trees

Q: What Russian meal did you like?
A: I've eaten many Russian foods that I liked,
but can only remember the names of a few.
These include Beef Stroganoff, pelmeni, blini,
and buckwheat kasha. I also liked cabbage and
potato salads I ate, but don't know their names.
Q: Would you like to visit Russia again?
A: Yes, but I haven't decided when. Perhaps
next autumn. I would like to explore two or
three places for several days each, and take lots
of pictures.
Photos by Bruce Bertrand,
Lake Placid, USA
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Our talents

The students from schools 1, 6, 23 of Sysert took part
in shooting the film "Catcher of Time". Among them
there were my schoolmates Liza Koltysheva and Sasha
Mavletdinova.
We wrote a story about the "TimeCatcher", the boy
called Eric, and his siblings Ben an Rose. Then, we
wrote a script, dialogues, and only after that we started
shooting. I had some problems with it, because I didn't
learn my lines.

About the shooting - it
was great! We had a professional camera, a professional microphone, and professional lights.

It was interesting to act,
holding lights and a mike
(in our slang, we call Microphone so).
Now, we do the editing.
I'm responsible for sound.
Another ones checks the
colors, quality of pictures,
and good scenes.

I wouldn't tell you the story,
because if you know the
story, it's not interesting to
watch the movie.
So, the film is coming.
Wait for it!)
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Alexander Bogomolov, 6A

Our talents
School conference “My Portfolio”

The contest "My Portfolio" was held in
our school in February - March, 2018. It was
held in two rounds. There were 19 participants from 4-7 grades in the correspondence
round. Every project was evaluated by experts. As a result 10 projects were allowed for
taking part in the final round of the contest.
The final round took place on the 21st of
March. 7 talented pupils from the 4th grades
presented their portfolios. In their project
works boys and girls told about their favourite
school subjects and hobbies, friends and
classmates, achievements and plans for the
future. Our schoolmates did all their best to
win the contest!
All the participants of the final round - Zaruba Alina, Buzuev Sasha, Zakharova Liza,
Novosyolov Yasha, Akulinichev Sasha,
Khvoshch Kirill, Pyankova Anya, Levitskaya
Anya - were awarded honorary diplomas and
English books. The conference became a
great holiday for all the participants, their
classmates and teachers!
The winners of the contest are Zaruba
Alina, Buzuev Sasha, Zakharova Liza, Novosyolov Yasha, Akulinichev Sasha. We congratulate our talented schoolmates and wish
them every success!

Congratulations on your achievements! You are the best!
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School contest
Pages of my portfolio
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“My Portfolio”
Pages of my portfolio
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Keep up your English
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Project work

The conference was held in two
rounds. There were 297 participants
in the correspondence round. Every
project was evaluated by experts.
As a result 144 projects were
allowed for taking part in the final
round of the contest. The Final
round took place in Yekaterinburg in
Gymnasium 155.

The conference was attended by pupils
from schools and gymnasiums of
Yekaterinburg, Suvorov Military School,
Sysert, Severouralsk. Many talented
students presented their projects in different
school subjects. Their research papers were
devoted to interesting and actual problems
in literature, history, local history. The
winners were awarded honorary diplomas
and cups.
Our schoolmates took part in the final round of the conference. Alexandra Mavletdinova and
Marina Glaviznina from 6A grade won the nomination "The best creative project".

Well done !!!
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Contests. Olympiads
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Our achievements
Salute, Russia!

School Online-Contest

"My favorite lesson"
was held in our school in January February, 2018. Students from 4-7
grades took part in it. You can see
their compositions and presentations on the site of the contest http://konkurs.pedmix.ru/349

The winners of the contest are
Zakharova Liza, 4D and
Starkova Vasilina, 4C

Congratulations on your achievements! You are the best!
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Alice
A very kind, trustful

Cheshire cat
Mysterious, insane, happy,

To be continued...
The Mad Hatter
A crazy, wacky hatter who

The White Ra
The White Ra

